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Abstract

This contribution describes the PICOSEC-Micromegas detector which achieves

a time resolution below 25 ps. In this device the passage of a charged particle

produces Cherenkov photons in a radiator, which then generate electrons in a

photocathode and these photoelectrons enter a two-stage Micromegas with a
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reduced drift region and a typical anode region. The results from single-channel

prototypes (demonstrating a time resolution of 24 ps for minimum ionising par-

ticles, and 76 ps for single photoelectrons), the understanding of the detector in

terms of detailed simulations and a phenomenological model, the issues of ro-

bustness and how they are tackled, and preliminary results from a multi-channel

prototype are presented (demonstrating that a timing resolution similar to that

of the single-channel device is feasible for all points across the area covered by

a multi-channel device).

Keywords: Picosecond timing, MPGD, Micromegas, Photocathodes,

Cherenkov radiators, Timing algorithms

1. Introduction and Detector Description

Particle detection with a time precision in the picosecond domain brings the

field of High Energy Physics in the 4D tracking era. In the High Luminosity

LHC, the high multiplicity (∼140) of proton-proton interactions piling-up close

to each other (σ∼45 mm) in the same proton-proton bunch crossing, will make5

the association of particles with the correct pp vertex a challenging task. Timing

the arrival of particles with a resolution of the order of 30 ps can mitigate this

problem [1]. For the needed large-area coverage and the high instantaneous and

integrated particle fluxes seen in these experiments, Silicon and Micro Pattern

Gaseous Detectors are good and relatively economic candidates, but they require10

significant modifications to reach the desired performance.

Recently, the RD-51 PICOSEC-Micromegas collaboration developed a tech-

nique [2] reaching below 25 ps [3]. In this device (Fig. 1) the passage of a

particle produces Cherenkov photons in a radiator, which then generate elec-

trons in a photocathode. These photoelectrons (p.e’s from here on) enter a15

two-stage Micromegas [4] with a reduced drift region (∼200µm) in order to

minimize the possibility of ionisations by the passing particle, while the anode

region has the typical size for Micromegas (128µm). Thus, the p.e’s are pro-

duced almost synchronously and they can start “preamplification” avalanches
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Figure 1: Layout of the PICOSEC-MicroMegas detector, described in the text.

(“pre-avalanches” from here on) early in the drift region with a small time jit-20

ter. Unless mentioned otherwise, results presented here are produced with the

“nominal” detector, where the Cherenkov radiator is a 3 mm-thick MgF2 layer,

the photocathode is an 18 nm-thick CsI film deposited on a 5.5 nm-thick film of

semitransparent Cr which provides conductivity to the cathode, the gas mix-

ture is the “COMPASS” gas (80%Ne+ 10%C2H6 + 10%CF4) at 1 bar, the drift25

region is 200µm and the readout is a bulk Micromegas[5]. Single- and multi-

pad devices were tested, as well as devices with different photocathodes and

different resistive Micromegas readouts.

2. Response to single photoelectrons and to muons

The time response of a nominal single-pad (1 cm in diameter) PICOSEC-30

Micromegas detector to single p.e’s and to MIPs (muons) was measured and

reported in [3]. Fig. 2 shows a typical pulse caused by a muon and digitized by

a 2.5 GHz osciloscope every 50 ps. The fast component with a ∼500 ps rise-time

and a duration of ∼1 ns is due to the current induced on the anode by the fast

moving electrons and is called the “e-peak”. The slow component extending35

up to several hundred of ns is due to the slowly moving ions. The collected

digitized waveforms were analysed offline to determine the e-peak start and end

times, the e-peak charge and amplitude and the Signal Arrival Time (SAT),

which is defined at 20% of the amplitude (i.e, using the Constant Fraction

Discrimination, CFD, technique).40

The time-reference-subtracted SAT distribution was fit to the sum of two

Gaussians, whose weighted RMS yielded the resolution. The time reference was

given with a precision of ∼13 ps for single p.e’s and ∼5 ps for muons, by a photo

3
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Figure 2: Example of a pulse produced by the PICOSEC-Micromegas detector responding to

150 GeV muons (blue), recorded together with the timing reference signal of a microchannel

plate, MCP (red).

diode and by a microchannel plate (MCP), respectively. The time resolution

improved with higher drift voltages, with a smaller dependence on the anode45

voltage. The best resolution for single p.e’s was found to be (76.0 ± 0.4) ps, at

an anode/drift voltage of +450 V / -425 V, respectively. For muons, the best

resolution was (24.0 ± 0.3) ps, obtained with an anode/drift voltage of +275 V

/ -475 V, respectively.

The inadequacy of a single Gaussian to determine the resolution indicates50

that not all pulses have the same resolution. Indeed, in both the muon and the

single p.e data, it was found (see Fig. 3, right) that the resolution improves

as the e-peak charge increases, with the same dependence for all drift voltages.

The SAT was also found (see Fig. 3, left) to vary with the e-peak charge,

with the same power-law for all drift voltages, but shifted to lower levels for55

higher voltage settings. This shift reflects the increased electron drift velocity

for higher drift voltages, but the dependence of the SAT on the e-peak charge

is not evident. Since it was found that the pulse shape is identical for different

e-peak charges, the use of the CFD technique should yield the same SAT for all

pulses. Therefore, the observed SAT dependence on the e-peak charge must be60

caused by the physical mechanism generating the PICOSEC-Micromegas signal.

Muons generate multiple p.e.’s and thus bigger signals with improved reso-

lution. The distribution of e-peak charges generated by single p.e’s is described

well by a Polya function (a Gamma distribution). For muons the distribution

is also a Polya, which results from the convolution of the single p.e Polya and65

a Poisson describing the number of generated p.e’s. The mean number of p.e’s

4
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Figure 3: Mean SAT values (left) and time resolution (right) as a function of the e-peak

charge, for single p.e data, for a fixed anode voltage of +525 V and drift voltages between

-200 V and -350 V.

per muon is found to be 10.4±0.4 for this nominal PICOSEC-Micromegas with

a CsI photocathode.

3. Understanding the detector: simulation and modeling

In order to understand the origin of the SAT and resolution dependence on70

the e-peak charge, detailed simulations were preformed, based on Garfield++

[6], where the response of the electronics to a single amplification avalanche is

included [7]. Simulating up to the entrance of the pre-avalanche in the anode

region and assuming a linear response of the electronics, the simulation produces

waveforms, including a 2.5 mV RMS uncorrelated noise. The simulated pulses75

were digitized and analyzed in the same way as the real waveforms, and they

exhibit exactly the same dependence of the SAT and the time-resolution on the

e-peak charge as the real data seen in Fig. 3.

Investigating in detail, it was found [7] that there is a microscopic parameter

with the same statistical properties (notably the mean and RMS) as the SAT, in80

every bin of the e-peak charge: this is the average arrival time of the preampli-

fication electrons into the amplification region, having just traversed the mesh.

The statistical properties of this microscopic variable are determined by the

transmission time of the primary p.e from its emission from the photocathode

until it causes the first ionisation, by the transmission time of the pre-avalanche85

to reach the mesh, and by the time needed to go through the mesh and enter

the amplification region. The transmission time through the mesh is found to
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be a constant. In contrast, both the p.e and the pre-avalanche mean trans-

mission times increase linearly with distance, with the pre-avalanche having a

higher effective drift velocity than the primary p.e (154µm/ns vs. 134µm/ns,90

respectively, for a drift/anode voltage of −425 V / +450 V).

A longer pre-avalanche means a shorter travel for the primary p.e. Thus,

the difference in drift velocities means that, counting time from the emission

of the primary p.e, the average total arrival time of the preamplification elec-

trons on the mesh gets smaller for longer pre-avalanches. Since the transmitted95

fraction of electrons via the mesh is found to be constant and the amplifica-

tion region gain is also a constant, the e-peak charge is proportional to the

pre-avalanche electron population, which increases with the avalanche length.

Thus, the smaller SAT values for larger e-peak charges are understood as a

consequence of the pre-avalanche propagating faster than the primary p.e.100

It was also found that the spread of the p.e’s transmission time increases

with larger drift paths, while the spread of the preamplification avalanche’s

transmission time is saturated at a constant value (see Fig. 4, left). There-

fore, the sooner the primary p.e ionizes for the first time, the better the time

resolution is. Notice though that the spread of the total transmission time is105

smaller than the quadrature sum of the time spreads of the primary p.e and

the pre-avalanche, indicating that the p.e and avalanche transmission times are

heavily correlated. Since longer pre-avalanches produce on average larger e-

peak charges, the spread of the transmission times gets smaller as the number

of pre-avalanche electrons increases (see Fig. 4, right).110

In order to gain insight on the main physical mechanisms causing the find-

ings mentioned above, a phenomenological model was built [8]. Motivated by

the known fact in the literature that quenchers in the gas-mix increase the drift

velocity, the model is based on a simple mechanism of “time-gain per inelas-

tic interaction” compared to an elastic interaction and it employs a statistical115

description of the avalanche evolution, taking into account all correlations be-

tween the various players. The model describes the dynamical and statistical

properties of the microscopic quantities determining the PICOSEC-Micromegas

6
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Figure 4: Left: spread of transmission times vs. pre-avalanche length (a long pre-avalanche

means a short p.e path), for: i) the primary p.e before it ionizes for the first time (red points),

ii) the pre-avalanche from its initiation until the mesh (blue points; green points correspond to

avalanches which have not yet reached the mesh) and iii) the total transmission time from the

creation of the primary p.e’s to the arrival of the pre-avalanche to the mesh (black points).

Right: the spread of the total transmission time vs. the number of electrons reaching the

mesh. All results are from detailed Garfield+++ simulations with anode and drift voltages

of +450 V and -425 V, respectively. The lines are not fits to the data, but predictions of the

model (see text).

timing characteristics, in an excellent agreement with the detailed simulations

(see lines in Fig. 4). Since it uses complete PDFs in its equations, it does not120

only describe mean and RMS values, but full distributions as well. In paral-

lel, it offers phenomenological explanations to the behavior of the microscopic

variables (e.g., the faster drifting of the pre-avalanche compared to the primary

p.e, the saturation of the time spread of the pre-avalanche’s electrons, etc.).

The model can be used as a tool for fast and reliable predictions, provided the125

values of the model input-parameters (e.g. drift velocities) are known. Having

available sets of input parameter values for certain operational settings, empir-

ical parameterizations are derived, which can be used to provide the values of

the input parameters to the model for the whole region of operational settings

covered by the above parameterizations [8].130

4. Towards a robust and large scale device

4.1. Robustness issues

It was shown above that the best timing resolution is achieved for large

e-peak charges. These are achieved with high electric fields, but the voltages

cannot take arbitrary values: e.g., for the case of the beam test with muons,135
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at a drift voltage of −475 V, the maximum anode voltage for which there were

no discharges during the beam run, was +275 V. But, for a detector to operate

efficiently at high particle fluxes, it has to be robust against sparks (discharges).

With all other things kept the same as for the nominal PICOSEC-Micromegas,

two different resistive PICOSEC-Micromegas designs have been successfully140

tested to mitigate such problems. One uses a resistive material layer on top

of the anode [9] and the other uses a conductive copper layer coupled to ground

by a resistor (referred to as a “floating strip” Micromegas [10]). Different re-

sistive layers (0.3-10 MΩ/square), as well as a floating strip prototype with a

25 MΩ coupling has been operated stably at a high rate pion beam. Trying145

various voltage settings, the best preliminary results for the timing resolution

were ∼35− 40 ps for the resistive Miromeags setups, and ∼30 ps for the floating

strip setup.

After the heavy irradiation tests above though, it was seen with the micro-

scope that the CsI photocathode was damaged. Such damage can be caused by150

Ion Back-Flow, where ions created along with the electrons during the avalanche

development are flowing back towards the cathode. Exposure of the photocath-

ode to humidity in air, which can happen depending on the storage conditions,

can also damage the photocathode and deteriorate its performance. A photo-

cathode should also have a relatively high quantum efficiency, in order to get a155

reasonable number of p.e’s per passing muon. In fact, the time resolution is pro-

portional to the inverse of the square of the number of p.e’s; as seen in Section

2 for the nominal device, the resolution for the single p.e. case is about
√

10.4

times bigger than the resolution for the muon case (76 ps vs. 24 ps, respec-

tively). Various photocathodes were tested with these requirements in mind;160

from metallic (e.g., Al), to CsI with thicker Cr layers than the nominal 5.5 nm,

to Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC) films. Preliminary results show that a 2.5 nm

DLC film is promising, being robust against long storage periods and yielding

around 3.7 p.e’s per muon, reaching a resolution down to ∼35 − 40 ps. More

results can be found at [11].165
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4.2. Response of a multi-pad device to muons

On the way towards large-scale PICOSEC-Micromegas devices, a multi-pad

prototype has been constructed and tested in muon beam. All characteristics

where like in the nominal detector configuration, but the anode was segmented

in 5 mm-side hexagonal pads and four of them were read out in a setup identical170

to the single-pad case, but using two oscilloscopes.

The response of each pad vs. the distance R of the track impact point from

the pad center, was studied. The average e-peak charge will decrease as the

distance R increases, but the e-peak charge value incorporates the information

about where is the Cherenkov cone centered compared to the pad center. So,175

universal curves vs. e-peak charge should be observed for events with different

R values. This was not the case due to some geometrical distortion of the

chamber which resulted in a different response as a function of R and φ around

each pad’s center. After correcting the observed SAT values for these effects,

universal curves were obtained for the SAT and time resolution vs. e-peak180

charge; one pair of such curves for each pad.

Following the same analysis steps as for the single-pad prototype, each pad

was found to have a preliminary time resolution of ∼25 ps, for tracks passing

within 2 mm from its center. In the region between three pads the distance from

each pad-center is maximum and each individual pad sees a smaller average e-185

peak charge; thus, each pad alone exhibits a resolution with preliminary values

in the range ∼70 − 80 ps. A naive combination of these individual-pad results

would yield a time resolution around 45 ps for such tracks. But, since the

expected SAT and time resolution of each event in each pad is known from

the corresponding curves vs. the e-peak charge in each pad, a combined event-190

by-event measurement of the SAT can be obtained. The resolution of the SAT

distribution is found to have the preliminary value of ∼30 ps, whch is close to the

value obtained when the track goes through the center of each pad. Confidence

to this result is obtained by observing that the pull-distribution of the SAT

values is a normal Gaussian, with a mean and sigma value consistent with zero195

and one, respectively. Similar time resolution was observed all across the area
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covered by the four pads, proving that a multi-pad detector can yield a time

resolution comparable to a single-pad device.

5. Conclusion

The progress towards a well understood, robust, large-area, PICOSEC-200

Micromegas detector offering precise timing in the HL-LHC era and beyond

was presented in this work. Single-channel prototypes have demonstrated an

excellent time resolution, of (76.0±0.4) ps for timing a single photoelectron and

(24.0± 0.3) ps for timing the arrival of a MIP, using a CsI photocathode which

yields on average 10.4±0.4 photoelectrons per MIP. The PICOSEC-Micromegas205

timing characteristics have been extensively studied in terms of detailed simula-

tions and understood in detail in terms of a phenomenological model. Working

towards a robust device, tests with resistive anode configurations were pre-

formed, demonstrating tolerance to high particle fluxes but a somewhat worse

time resolution. Various photocathodes were also tested for their robustness210

against Ion Back Flow and storage conditions, as well as their quantum effi-

ciency with promising results. Last, a multi-pad PICOSEC-Micromegas device

was constructed and tested in muon beam and preliminary results show that

the timing resolution is better than about 30 ps all across the area covered by

the device.215
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